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Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality: 18th International Working ConferenceSpringer, 2012

	This LNCS volume contains the papers accepted for presentation at the 18th
	Working Conference on Requirements Engineering: Foundation for Software Quality
	(REFSQ 2012), held in Essen, Germany, during March 19–22, 2012.


	Requirements engineering (RE) has long been recognized as a major factor for
	achieving high-quality...
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Mastering Vim: Build a software development environment with Vim and NeovimPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Mastering Vim, reviewed by Bram Moolenaar, the creator of Vim, covers usage of Vim and Neovim, showcases relevant plugins, and teaches Vimscript

	
		Key Features

		
			Expert Vim and Vimscript techniques to work with Python and other development environment
	
			Accomplish end-to-end...
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CompTIA Security+ Study GuideSybex, 2008
Prepare for CompTIA's updated Security+ exam

Validate your professional computer security expertise with certification that helps you stand out in the marketplace. This guide is your key to preparing for CompTIA's new Security+ SY0-201 exam, the first major revision of the exam since it was launched in 2002. Acquire hands-on skills and...
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Beginning jQueryApress, 2013

	Beginning jQuery is your step-by-step guide to learning the jQuery library. jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library in the web developer’s toolkit. Jack Franklin takes you from the basics of getting you started with jQuery, right through to extending jQuery by writing your own plug-ins. You'll...
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Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003Que, 2003
The Absolute Beginner's Guide to Microsoft Office PowerPoint 2003 teaches the reader everything they need to know to create exciting personal and business presentations. Readers learn about new features such as Smart Tags and Packages, and how to create a presentation from scratch or using the design wizard. This...
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Soundtracks : Popular Music, Identity and PlaceRoutledge, 2002
'This is a really good book, which I enjoyed immensely, and I am confident that it will becomea classic publication in its field. Indeed it contains so much material that it is probably impossible to asorb it all in one reading. It is a book that I look forward to reading again...'
 -...
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iPhone with Microsoft Exchange Server 2010 - Business Integration and DeploymentPackt Publishing, 2012


	Have you been tasked with getting iPhones into the hands of your business

	executives, and need to ensure they can reliably and securely access corporate

	e-mail? This book will teach you what you need to know about getting Exchange

	2010 set up and then help you deploy iPhones in a secure and manageable way.


...
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Beginning SQL Server 2005 Express for Developers: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in .NET)Apress, 2007

	Assuming neither database nor programming background, Beginning SQL Server 2005 Express for Developers introduces all the fundamental database administration and SQL programming features of SQL Server 2005 Express Edition, the free relational database management system from Microsoft that provides a major subset of full SQL Server 2005...
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CCENT: Cisco Certified Entry Networking Technician Study Guide: ICND1 (Exam 640-822 With CD)Sybex, 2008
Expert exam prep from leading Cisco authority Todd Lammle
    Start your preparation here for Cisco's new CCENT entry-level networking certification, your entry point into Cisco's popular CCNA certification track. This comprehensive study guide from leading Cisco authority Todd Lammle thoroughly prepares you for the...
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CompTIA Security+ Deluxe Study GuideSybex, 2008
CompTIA Security+ Deluxe Study Guide gives you complete coverage of the Security+ exam objectives with clear and concise information on crucial security topics. Learn from practical examples and insights drawn from real-world experience and review your newly acquired knowledge with cutting-edge exam preparation software, including a test...
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XML: eCommerce Solutions for Business and IT ManagersMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Master the very latest e-commerce solutions  

XML is one of the most promising emerging technologies to hit the marketplace. XMLExtensible Mark-Up Languagehas the potential to speed up the development of e-business integration and application efforts. Indeed, the language is so exciting that corporate...
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Xamarin Cross-platform Application DevelopmentPackt Publishing, 2014

	Discover how to streamline the creation of mobile applications for Android and iOS with Xamarin. For C# developers, this book is the most practical way yet to start mastering cross-platform development.


	Overview

	
		Write native iOS and Android applications with Xamarin
	
		Add native functionality...
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